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Notices

The following information is not intended to be “written advice concerning one or more 

Federal tax matters” subject to the requirements of section 10.37(a)(2) of Treasury 

Department Circular 230.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 

subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 

determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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 Big geopolitical shifts are forcing changes on global trade

 Rise of China

 US role in the world is changing

 Technology emerging as national security concern

 Popular support for free trade has eroded

 More Americans think free trade has hurt the country

 Fewer political leaders willing to risk supporting free trade

 A different approach to global trade policy under Trump

 Skeptical of multilateral approaches (like the WTO)

 Preference for bilateral deals

 Focused on bilateral trade deficits

Trade Tensions

Recent U.S. Trade Actions
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With tariffs on more than $215 billion still under review, 
the administration shows no signs of stopping

Recent U.S. Trade Actions

President Trump’s campaign/administration quotes/actions on trade…..

November 8, 

2016:
April 2017 April 2017 

August 

2017 

Feb. 28, 

2018 

March 23, 

2018

May 23, 

2018

July 6, 

2018

July 10, 

2018

President 

Trump 

was elected

In April 2017 the 

President directed the 

Secretary of 

Commerce to conduct 

an investigation into 

the effects of steel 

and aluminum 

imports on National 

Security

USTR 

investigation 

into China 

authorized

In August 

2017 NAFTA 

renegotiations 

began

President Trump’s Pillars of 

Trade Policy included 

— “Negotiating trade deals 

that result in prosperity 

for more Americans”

— “Enforcing and defending 

trade laws so bad actors 

no longer take advantage 

of the United States”

Steel and 

aluminum 

tariffs 

implemented 

Investigation 

begun into 

automotive 

imports

25% tariffs on 

goods from 

China effective

6,000 goods 

for 10% (25%) 

tariff 

consideration

Referred to NAFTA as the 

“worst trade deal in history” 

during campaign

Stated “[China] is ripping us 

off, folks, it’s time. I’m so 

happy they’re upset.”
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Tariff policy background

Steel/Aluminum, Automobiles

April 2017: Investigation begins, and in March 
2018, Trump announces tariffs on steel and 
aluminum.  There are currently limited source 
country exemptions.
May 2018: Second national security 
investigation launched and potential raise on 
imports of auto parts

National security threat

Section 232

$34B in 
products

Response 
to China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

List 1

Section 301

List 2 List 3

$16B in 
products

Response 
to China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

$200B in 
products

Response 
to China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

Solar panels and 
washing machines

October 2017: Findings 
announced from earlier 
investigation and "global 
safeguard" restrictions 
recommended

U.S. RATIONALE

TARGET

Harming U.S. industries

Section 201

1) See USTR fact sheet, “Section 201 Cases: Imported Large Residential Washing Machines and Imported Solar Cells and Modules.” 2) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 3) 

See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 4) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 137, pg. 33608. 5) See April 27, 2017 White House memorandum to Commerce Dept., titled “Aluminum 

Imports and Threats to National Security.” 6) See Presidential Proclamations 9704 and 9705 on March 8, 2018. 7) See Presidential Proclamations from March through May 2018. 8) See May 

23, 2018 White House memorandum to Commerce Dept. regarding Section 232 investigation related to automobiles.

Recent U.S. Trade Actions
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Section 201

Solar panels and 
washing machines

October 2017: Findings 
announced from earlier 
investigation and "global 
safeguard" restrictions 
recommended

Harming U.S. industries

Section 201

— Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 supports tariffs to protect 
domestic industries threatened by imports of the same types of 
goods.

— Effective Feb. 2018, tariff-rate quotas on residential washing 
machines and solar panels with the legal basis of protecting 
domestic industry.

— Tariff rates on washing machines and parts start at 20 percent, and 
tariff rates on solar panels start at 30 percent. Both tariffs decline 
over subsequent years.

1) See USTR fact sheet, “Section 201 Cases: Imported Large Residential Washing Machines and Imported Solar Cells and Modules.” 2) See Presidential Proclamations 9693 and 9694 from 

January 23, 2018.

Recent U.S. Trade Actions
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Section 301

List 1

— Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 authorizes 

tariffs in response to unfair trade practices by China 

concerning alleged IP and technology abuses.

— 25 percent tariffs imposed on 818 products from 

China effective July 6, 2018 ($34B in imports).

— Various products and industries affected, with a 

focus on industrial machinery, vehicles, electronic 

equipment, medical devices, and other categories.

— Exclusion request process for importers is available 

through October 9, 2018.

$34B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

List 1

Section 301

List 2 List 3

$16B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

$200B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

1) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 2) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 3) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 137, pg. 33608. 4) See Federal Register Vol. 

83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 5) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 133, pg. 32181.

Recent U.S. Trade Actions
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Section 301 (Cont.)

List 2

— 25 percent tariffs on 279 products from China 

scheduled for August 23, 2018 ($16B imports). 

— Products targeted include agricultural machinery, 

electronics, motors, plastics, and other items.

$34B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

List 1

Section 301

List 2 List 3

$16B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

$200B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

1) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 2) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 3) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 137, pg. 33608. 4) See Federal Register Vol. 

83, No. 119, pg. 28710.

.

Recent U.S. Trade Actions
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Section 301 (Cont.)

List 3

— 10 percent tariffs proposed on over 6,000 products 

from China across many industries – over $200B in 

imports. 

— Public written comments due to U.S. government by 

September 6, 2018.

— Impacted products include consumer goods, 

textiles, chemicals, building materials, agricultural 

products/foods – wide variety of other products.

$34B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

List 1

Section 301

List 2 List 3

$16B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

$200B in 
products

Response to 
China for 
unfair trade 
practices; 
potential IP 
theft, tech 
transfer, & 
innovation

1) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 2) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 119, pg. 28710. 3) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 137, pg. 33608. 4) See Federal Register Vol. 

83, No. 137, pg. 33608. 5) See USTR  6) See Federal Register Vol. 83, No. 137, pg. 33608.

.

Recent U.S. Trade Actions
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Section 232

Steel/Aluminum, Automobiles

April 2017: Investigation begins, and in 
March 2018, Trump announces tariffs on 
steel and aluminum. There are currently 
limited source country exemptions

May 2018: Second national security 
investigation launched and potential raise 
on imports of auto parts

National security threat

Section 232 — Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 

authorizes tariffs related to national security, in this 

case domestic production levels of steel and 

aluminum.

— Two sets of global tariffs underway from March 

2018, including 25 percent on steel and 10 percent 

on aluminum. Legal basis is national security 

related to domestic production.

— Argentina, Australia, Brazil and South Korea have 

exemptions for one or both tariffs.

— Turkey subject to doubled tariff rates on steel (50 

percent), effective August 13

— Global retaliatory tariffs underway.

— Separately under 232, the U.S. is contemplating 25 

percent global tariffs on imported autos and auto 

parts.

1) See April 27, 2017 White House memorandum to Commerce Dept., titled “Aluminum Imports and Threats to National Security.” 2) See Presidential Proclamations 9704 and 9705 on March 

8, 2018. 3) See Presidential Proclamations from March through May 2018. 4) See May 23, 2018 White House memorandum to Commerce Dept. regarding Section 232 investigation related to 

automobiles. 5) See Presidential Proclamations 9704 and 9705 on March 8, 2018. 6) See Presidential Proclamations from March through May 2018. 7) See Presidential Proclamation 9772 

from August 10, 2018.

Recent U.S. Trade Actions
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Global retaliation has been swift, and Rhetoric 
remains charged

Global Retaliatory Actions

Retaliatory tariffs targeted sensitive exports and 

exports from Republican states:

— Bourbon 

— Apparel 

Retaliatory tariffs are the 

strongest trade action since 

WW II

Economy minister 

commented that the tariffs 

were “ill-advised” and 

“unsupportable”

Pursued action through the 

WTO. Commerce Ministry 

official commented “The U.S. 

goes ahead and does its own 

thing. Why should India be 

posturing only.”

“These measures have a 

discriminatory character. They 

cannot remain without 

consequences.”

Canada EU Russia

China

IndiaTurkeyMexico

Retaliatory tariffs mirror 

U.S. tariffs

China accused the U.S. of 

“dragging the world 

economy into danger”

Removed NAFTA 

concessions on certain 

food/agricultural products

— Tobacco

— Harley Davidson motorcycles
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Overview of global retaliatory tariffs

China (for §232)

Tariff rate: 15% and 25% depending 

on the good

Effective date: April 2nd

HTS codes affected (Qty): 128

Import value affected ($): $2.4 billion

Products targeted: Wine, fruit, 

ethanol, steel tubes, drill pipes, 

aluminum waste.

Mexico

Tariff rate: 5% – 25%

Effective date: June 5th

HTS codes affected (Qty): 266

Import value affected ($): $3 billion

Products targeted:

Pork, potatoes, whiskey and 

other products

Turkey

Tariff rate: Ranges up to 140%

Effective date: June 21st

HTS codes affected (Qty): 22

Import value affected ($): $1.8 billion

Products targeted: Coal, paper, 

tobacco, automobiles, cosmetics, 

machinery, petrochemical products.

Aug. 2018: In response to U.S. 

doubling steel tariffs, Turkey doubled 

some tariffs, e.g. alcohol, cars, tobacco.

European Union

Tariff rate: 25%

Effective date: June 22nd

HTS codes affected (Qty): 340, 

(effective June 22nd)

Import value affected ($): 3.4 billion 

(effective June), $3.6 billion (under 

review)

Products targeted: Steel, whiskey, 

coffee, motorcycles, motorboats, 

apparel and peanut butter

Canada

Tariff rate: 25% or 10% depending on 

the good

Effective date: July 1st

HTS codes affected (Qty): 229

Import value affected ($): 

$12.6 billion

Products targeted: Steel, iron, 

motorboats, musical instruments, 

yogurt, bourbon, ketchup, pizza, 

dishwasher detergent and various 

other items

China (for §301)

Tariff rate: 25%

Effective date: July 6th

HTS codes affected (Qty): 659

Import value affected ($): $34 billion. 

Additional $16B scheduled, with $60B 

potentially planned.

Products targeted: Soy, corn, wheat, 

cotton, beef, pork, poultry, fish, dairy, 

nuts, and vegetables, as well as 

manufactured goods including 

passenger cars, and off-road vehicles.

Russia

Tariff rate: 25% – 40%

Effective date: July 6th

HTS codes affected (Qty): 79

Import value affected ($): Total 

amount TBD

Products targeted: Construction, oil 

and gas, metal processing and fiber 

optics

India

Tariff rate: 25% or 27.5%

depending on the good

Effective date: September 18th

HTS codes affected (Qty): 30

Import value affected ($): 

$240 million

Products targeted:

Apples, walnuts, chickpeas, and some 

chemical and metal products.

1) See Quartz, “The full list of 128 US products targeted by China’s retaliatory tariffs” 4-2-18. 2) See CNN Money, “Mexico imposes tariffs on $3 billion worth of US exports” 6-6-2018. 3) See 

Reuters “Turkey to impose retaliatory measures against U.S. tariffs” 5-18-18; Bloomberg “Turkey Hits U.S. With Tariffs on $1.8 Billion of Goods” 6-21-18; CNBC “Turkey slaps tariffs on 

American booze, cars as business groups urge diplomacy” 8-15-18. 4) See USA Today, “European Union tariffs on Harleys, peanut butter and other US goods begins Friday” 6-20-18; EU 5-

18-18 immediate notification to the Council for Trade in Goods of the proposed suspension of concessions and other obligations referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 8. 5) See Quartz, “The full 

list of 229 US products targeted by Canada’s retaliatory tariffs” 6-29-18. 6) See Reuters “China to impose 25 percent tariffs on 659 U.S. goods worth $50 billion” 6-15-18. 7) See Reuters 

“Russia hikes duties on U.S. imports, pledges more retaliation” 7-6-18. 8) See CNN Money “India postpones retaliatory tariffs on US goods for a second time” 8-6-18; India 5-18-18 notification 

to the Council for Trade in Goods of its proposed suspension of concessions and other obligations referred to in Article 8.2 of the Agreement on Safeguards.

Global Retaliatory Actions



Navigating New 
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Tariff mitigation framework
KPMG deploys a cross-functional framework and methodology to guide our clients, short-term and 

long-term, through assessing, managing and mitigating the impact of the new tariffs on their Financial 

Value Chain. Leveraging this framework, and supporting tools, enables KPMG to assist its clients in 

defining its specific mitigation plan in a thoughtful, methodical, and holistic manner. 

Comment and Exclusion Process

Purchasing, Supply and Customer Planning

Supply Chain Planning

Identification of 

indirect imports 

through suppliers

Review of country 

specific import data

Understand supplier 
and customer 

contractual 
agreements

Identification of 

impacted products

Impact 

Analysis

Tariff 

classification

Country of origin

Confirm Affect

Cost 

Unbundling

First sale for 

export

Tariff 

Refunds Y/E 

Profit 

Adjustments 

Value

Duty drawback

Free/foreign 

trade zones
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Core Trade Planning

BOM component 

sourcing adjustments 

to impact origin

Manufacturing / 

processing alterations 

to impact 

classification or origin 

Manufacturing/supplier 
changes

Manufacturing 

and Sourcing

Measure Assess/Implement

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Comment and Exclusion Process

Purchasing, Supply and Customer Strategy

Supply Chain Strategy

Tariff classification

Country of origin

Confirm Affect

Cost 

Unbundling

First sale for 

export

Tariff Refunds 

Y/E Profit 

Adjustments 

Value
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Core Trade Strategies

BOM component sourcing 

adjustments to impact 

origin

Manufacturing / 

processing alterations to 

impact classification or 

origin 

Manufacturing/supplier 

changes

Manufacturing and 

Sourcing

Assess/Implement

Identification of 

indirect imports 

through suppliers

Review of country 

specific import data

Understand supplier 

and customer 

contractual agreements

Identification of 

impacted products

Impact 

Analysis

Measure

— How big is the problem?

— Where is the pain coming from?

— What’s coming next? 

Impact analysis
Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Confirm affect

Purchasing, Supply and Customer Strategy

Supply Chain Strategy
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Core Trade Strategies

BOM component 

sourcing adjustments 

to impact origin

Manufacturing / 

processing alterations 

to impact 

classification or origin 

Manufacturing/supplie

r changes

Manufacturing and 

Sourcing

Measure

HTS 

Classification

Country 

of Origin
Duty Rate+ =

Tariff 

classification

Country of origin

Confirm Affect

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Case study #1 – Classification review/tariff 
engineering
Companies should also review product classification to ensure 
that the tariffs apply. As with Country of Origin, such a review is 

often surprising for importers not previously subject to duty

— Example Case Study – Construction crane importer not subject 

to tariffs

— Importer of construction cranes from China initiates review to re-

route production outside of China, potentially costing millions and 

taking years to accomplish;

— During review, classification review determines that the company 

has been using the wrong classification for the imported products, 
and that the true classification is not subject to Section 301 tariffs;

— Massive duty savings, as well as avoidance of major supply chain 
restructuring undertaking

— In addition to traditional classification 
reviews, companies may also consider 

strategically re-designing products to 

achieve more favorable tariff 
classifications.

— Known as “tariff engineering,” such 

reviews can be complicated but 
valuable, depending on duty exposure

— Example: Ford imports vans with seats, 

declared as “passenger vehicles” at a 
low duty rate. After import, Ford 

removes the seats in the US, and sells 

the van as a commercial van, which 
would have been entered at a higher 

rate. ** This practice was rejected by 

Customs, but subsequently approved 
by the courts on appeal. US Customs 

has appealed the decision, but such 

practices remain viable.**

Spotlight: Tariff Engineering
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Case study #2 – Origin review and determination

Companies should also review product country of origin to 

ensure that the tariffs apply. For previously duty-free products, 

such a review is often surprising.

Example Case Study – Hearing Aids from the EU

— Importer of hearing aids from China initiates review of product 

component origin;

— Determines that component that creates the essential character 

is produced in Denmark;

— After review with KPMG, origin is Denmark, with assembly 

done in China.

— Because the hearing aid is EU origin, not subject to 25% duty 

under Section 301*

Example Case Study – Machinery Assembly re-routed to Japan

— Importer of industrial machinery relocated product finishing 

operations from China to Japan;

— Finishing ops sufficiently sophisticated to confer 

Japanese origin

— Duties avoided; ~$25 million annually saved

— Wholly grown, manufactured, or 

produced;

— Where the last substantial 

transformation of the product 

occurred

Country of Origin is determined by 

where the product is:

*Hearing aids were included on the 301 proposed list one and were later removed when the official implemented 301 list one was published 
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Core Trade Strategies

BOM component sourcing 

adjustments to impact 

origin

Manufacturing / 

processing alterations to 

impact classification or 

origin 

Manufacturing/supplier 

changes

Manufacturing and 

Sourcing

Measure

Comment and Exclusion Process

Comment and Exclusion Process

— 301 List 3 public comments are due Sep. 6. Separate from public comments on tariffs 
is a 301 / 232 exclusion process. Exclusion applications are made public.

— 301 requests due Oct. 9th to Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR). No 
deadline for 232 with Commerce Dept.

— 301 exclusions applicable to all importers. 232 exclusions applicable to applicant only.

— 301 factors include whether products available outside of China, whether duties will 
cause severe economic harm to the U.S., and strategic importance of the product to 
China.

— 232 applicants must demonstrate that there is not a sufficient quantity/quality of the 
steel/aluminum good in the U.S. or there are national security concerns.

Assess/Implement

Comments and exclusion

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Core Trade Planning

Core Trade 

Planning

Now apply to more 

companies and benefits 

are magnified

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Core trade planning

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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— Retailers and eCommerce companies 

have the potential to use DCs in CA and 

MX to fulfill orders to individuals in the 

U.S. thereby avoiding all U.S. tariffs

— $800 shipment limit to one customer per 

day

Total elimination of duties and reporting

Core Trade Planning

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Core trade planning (cont.)
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impacted products

Impact 

Analysis
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Manufacturing and 

Sourcing

Measure

Duty drawback

Core Trade Planning

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

— Duty drawback allows for the 

refund of 99 percent of the 301 

duties paid on goods imported 

into the U.S. that are 

subsequently exported 

— Recent U.S. legislation liberalized 

the rules, providing greater ability 

to match imports to exports in 

both a manufacturing or 

distribution setting

This opportunity can be significant 

Core trade planning (cont.)

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Duty 

Drawback

Import

Process

Duty

recovery

Export

Example #2 – Temporary 
Import Bond

— Components are 
imported into US from 

China for processing into 

finished good, which is 
then exported to EU;

— Client adopts Temporary 
Import Bond strategy to 

defer payment of duties;

— Verify export abroad

— No duties paid for 
affected merchandise

Case study #3 – Duty drawback/temporary 
import bond/foreign trade zone
For imported products used in US manufacturing operations or exported beyond

Example #1 – Drawback 

— Client tire manufacturer 
imports inventory 

into US;

— Some inventory exported 

for retail outside the US;

— Through drawback 

program implementation;, 

client files claim for 
recovery of duty on tires 

exported outside the US;

— Annual duty savings 

of ~20%
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changes

Manufacturing and 

Sourcing

Measure

Core Trade Planning

Free/foreign trade 

zones

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

FTZ is an area that is physically located in 

the US (i.e. warehouse, manufacturing site, 

etc.) which is considered outside the 

“customs territory of the U.S.” and not 

subject to custom duties until goods leave 

the FTZ for the U.S. market

P&L Benefits

— Duty deferral (cash flow and duty 

management)

— Duty elimination on exports

— Simplified import process (weekly entry) 

resulting in reduced user fees and 

brokerage costs

— State inventory taxes avoidance

Core trade planning (cont.)

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

TIBs allow for importation, free of duty, when an 

item will not enter the U.S. commerce but instead 

the importer will export or destroy the item within 

one year. 

Business Applications:

— Return-and-repair operations

— Processing and/or alterations

— Testing, experimental or review process

— Articles for show or professional use purposes

Generally eliminates duties 

Core trade planning (cont.)

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Core Trade Planning
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Goods that were made in the U.S. and returning 

back to the U.S. may not be eligible for duty-free 

treatment, even if further processed or 

incorporated into another product as long as the 

essential character of the U.S. item doesn’t 

change. 

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Core trade planning (cont.)

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Tariff Rate x Value 

= Duties Due

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Value planning

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Under the more common valuation method, there are 

opportunities to segregate certain costs from the 

dutiable value of the imported product.  

Such as:

— Certain freight costs

— Post importation charges

— Certain franchising and marketing fees

Potential $250,000 Duty Reduction for every $1M in 

costs excluded from value (assuming 25% tariff)

Value planning (cont.)

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Payee Charge type

Supplier Inland freight

Supplier Inland fuel surcharge

Supplier Inland security charges

Supplier Inland handling

Supplier
terminal handling 

charges

Supplier
Freight forwarder 

commissions

Supplier

Documentation fee paid 

to shipping company 

preparation and 

delivery of a bill of 

lading or waybill 

Supply 

chain 

security fee

Carrier 

booking fee

CFS 

receiving 

fee

Document-

ation fee

Port 

security 

charge

Terminal 

handling 

charge

Monitoring 

fee

Wharfage 

fee

Origin 

handling 

fee

Housebill 

issuance 

charge

Applicable charges and fees 

can include (but are not limited to):

Example of payee and charge 

types for FOB* transactions

* In instances of FCA shipping terms the 

importer may be the payee.

Customs and border 

protection ruling –

HQ H004683:

US Customs determined the amounts for freight, fuel surcharges, and security and handling

fees may be excluded from the price actually paid or payable as international shipment or 

transportation costs, provided the appropriate documentary support exists in any particular case.

Success Story: Simply removing 

foreign inland freight, security, and 

handling charges paid to supplier 

from the Customs value saved 

apparel importer almost 15% on 

duties

Case study #6 – Valuation review/cost unbundling
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Supply Chain Strategy
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Review of country 

specific import data

Understand supplier 

and customer 

contractual agreements
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impacted products

Impact 
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adjustments to impact 

origin
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processing alterations to 
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origin 
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changes

Manufacturing and 

Sourcing

Measure

Value

First sale for 

export

— “First Sale for Export” planning allows the 

importer to declare the 'first sale‘ in a 

multi-tier transaction, which excludes a 

middleman's markup and other costs. 

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Value planning (cont.)
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Ex-manufacturer price – $8,000

Duty – $1,600

FOB/FCA price – $9,600

Duty – $1,920

First sale 

(Invoice 1)

Company 

USA
MiddlemanManufacturer

Second sale 

(Invoice 2)

Case study #4 – First sale for export

Companies should also review supply chains to see if “first sale” price can be used as the Customs 

value, which can significantly reduce dutiable value at the time of import

— Example Case Study – Leather bag manufacturer reduces dutiable value by 20%

— Importer of leather bags from China works with suppliers to determine the manufacturer “first sale” price;

— Reduced dutiable value determined and approved by KPMG trade consultants; 

— Internal procedures adopted to ensure program compliance annually;

— Annual duty savings ~8 million
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Country of origin
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Supply Chain Strategy

Identification of 

indirect imports 
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Review of country 

specific import data

Understand supplier 

and customer 
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Identification of 

impacted products

Impact 

Analysis

BOM component sourcing 
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origin

Manufacturing / 

processing alterations to 

impact classification or 

origin 

Manufacturing/supplier 

changes

Manufacturing and 

Sourcing

Measure

Value

Tariff Refunds 

Y/E Profit 

Adjustments 

— U.S. companies may generate less profit due to tariff 

increases. This could result in Y/E downward and 

retroactive transfer pricing adjustments 

— Duties may be recovered if companies are proactive and 

meet CBP “formulaic” pricing requirements including, but 

not limited to:

- Meeting the CBP arm’s length pricing rules

- A written transfer pricing policy used for tax purposes 

that describes the adjustments

Potential $250,000 Duty Refund for every $1M in 

adjustments (assuming 25% tariff)

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Value planning (cont.)

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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origin 
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changes

Manufacturing and 
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— Refinements in product design, material make-

up, stage of manufacturing can change 

classification

— A single component of a BOM can impact COO

Comment and Exclusion Process

Assess/Implement

Manufacturing and sourcing 

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Core Trade Strategies

BOM component sourcing 

adjustments to impact 

origin

Manufacturing / 

processing alterations to 

impact classification or 

origin 

Manufacturing/supplier 

changes

Manufacturing and 

Sourcing

Measure Assess/Implement

— What is the plan to get goods and services to market?

— What is your potential exposure vs that of our industry competitors?

— What is the amount of elasticity in your ability to price?

— What is substitution risk? Can you substitute or are you locked in?

Purchase planning

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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Country of origin

Tariff classification

Confirm Affect

Comment and Exclusion Process

Purchasing, Supply and Customer Strategy

Identification of 

indirect imports 

through suppliers

Review of country 

specific import data

Understand supplier 

and customer 

contractual agreements

Identification of 

impacted products

Impact 

Analysis

Measure Assess/Implement

Supply Chain Planning

— U.S. and Global Tax Reform

— Trade Outlook

— Technology Disruptions

— Supplier Diversification/Rationalization

— Cost of Capital

Nimble, transparent and react tax efficiently

Supply chain planning

Navigating New Trade Landscape
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